
Three new Bolia designs for the bedroom
A calm, inviting sanctuary

Much more than just a place to sleep, the bedroom is a place to rest and escape from the hectic world. 
Bolia offers countless possibilities to create a comfortable and peaceful atmosphere, the perfect place 
to recharge your batteries. The Dansih design brand launched three new products for the bedroom: the 
Zeni mattress, the Elton bedframe, and new fabrics for the Feng and Haven headboards.

The bedroom according to Bolia, is a peaceful and serene sanctuary. Soft fabrics and natural materials play an 
important role in this tranquil space. Through its bedroom collection, the Danish design brand sets out to create 
an enveloping feeling, perfect for rest and relaxation. Zeni, Elton and the new Feng and Haven finishes are de-
signed by the world’s best designers with this in mind: to turn the bedroom into a true refuge.

Available in multiple dimensions, from twin to king size, the Zeni mattress is essential, comfortable and made to 
last. Made of soft and responsive foam without harmful chemicals, it is designed to adapt to the body’s contours 
and relieve pressure points, providing optimal comfort. Each component can be recycled, including the cover.

The Elton bedframe make use of the elegant line known from the Elton sofa series. Made of handcrafted FSC® 
certified (FSC® C165134) oak, the frame elevates the structure above the floor, highlighting all the delicate de-
tails of the wooden craftsmanship. Elton is designed to be fitted with the Zeni mattress for optimal comfort. 
Each component being replaceable, this bedframe will stay with you for many decades.

The Feng and Haven headboards are now available in new fabrics and colours to suit every unique interior. 
Minimalist, soft and inviting, Haven is available in bouclé, flat woven, velvet or ribbed velvet, all in a variety of 
colors. Its frame is available in oiled oak or white pigmented oiled oak. The elegant and luxurious Feng series is 
no different. A wide selection of fabrics in serene shades will bring a feeling of softness and well-being to any 
bedroom.

Bolia.com

Bolia.com is a Danish design company with 82 design stores across Europe as well as online shops in 30 
countries and exclusive dealers in more than 50 countries around the world. 

The Bolia design collective includes world-renowned international designers who share a passion for 
longevity, handcrafted quality, and sustainable solutions. In close collaboration, two annual collections 
are created; always inspired by the ever-changing Scandinavian landscapes, and with every design tai-

lor-made to fit the customer’s needs
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